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YARO: Hello, this is Yaro. Welcome to another podcast episode. Today, I have 
a guest who has built a company in an industry that I really enjoy. As most of 
you know, I've been in the informa'on marke'ng, teaching business. And, in 
fact, I've made the majority of my online income from some form of online 
course for about the last ten years or so. 

My guest is the founder of a company you might know really well because it 
helps us to set up and sell online courses. I'd like to introduce you today to 
Greg Smith, the founder of Thinkific. Hello, Greg. 

GREG: Hey Yaro, great to be here. Thank you. 

YARO: You have the easiest name to pronounce, I think, of any guest I've 
ever had on the show [chuckle]. 

GREG: Yes, it's got its pros and cons. If you Google Greg Smith, you usually 
have to add some sort of modifier like Thinkific, or lawyer, or something 
before you find anything about me. 

YARO: Right. 
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GREG: I guess it's good for anonymity, but not so good for building any kind 
of internet brand. 

YARO: You have the opposite of my name. I've owned Yaro since the 
beginning on Google because besides my father, there's not a lot of Yaros. 

GREG: Right, yes. 

YARO: It is actually quite helpful though, but yes, my condolences for all the 
Greg Smiths out there. You guys are just [laughter] everywhere. 

For those who don't know, Thinkific is a Vancouver-based company. I know 
you guys have been growing crazy. I've been to your offices here. 

Do you want to give us a quick summary of what you do and how big your 
company is at the moment?  

GREG: Sure, we started about six years ago. Our pla^orm that makes it super 
easy for people to create, launch, deliver, sell, and market online courses or 
membership sites, or online learning programs with all branding and control 
put into your hands.  

Really, what we're going for is if you and I hired your own developer or team 
of developers today to build out your own custom solu'ons for delivering 
your own online content and educa'on, that we'd be able to give you a much 
be_er result than if you went out and did it all yourself, obviously at a much 
reduced cost. 

We've been around for six years, served tens of thousands of creators and 
millions of students. Our team now in Vancouver is about 70 people and 
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hiring. People we're looking for especially digital marke'ng and product 
management jobs. We're always looking for awesome people and we have a 
pre_y amazing culture and having a lot of fun doing it. 

YARO: I was joking with Greg before we hit the record bu_on with how they 
have this Thinkific hoodies. I actually have one, as well. I swear, every'me I 
hang out with someone who works with Thinkific or even used to work at 
Thinkific, they have the hoodie on, so it's a great promo'onal tool. I wear it. I 
think it's one of the best hoodies I've got. Whoever came up with that did a 
great job. 

GREG: Awesome [chuckle].  

YARO: Yes. 

GREG: They're fun. 

YARO: And, they're comfortable. 

Yes, and you also have, a previous guest of mine, Lewis Howse is one of your 
customers, right. He's used you guys for a number of years. 

GREG: Yes, Lewis uses us and Todd Herman now, and a bunch of other 
course creators who are doing great things with the pla^orm. 

YARO: Okay, when I was introduced to Greg… I met Greg first in San Diego 
because they host some amazing dinners there when some conferences are 
on. But, when I first spoke to one of Thinkific's employees, Tyler, you might 
know him. Hello, Tyler. He men'oned that Greg has a really unique 
entrepreneurial background that goes back quite far. Greg, I'd love to go back 
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in 'me and explore what led up to Thinkific. You men'oned that you may 
have had a lemonade stand or baseball cards you were selling? What was the 
childhood entrepreneurial project? 

GREG: Oh, the childhood one. Yes, I do have an obsession now where my 
wife bugs me about it some'mes is I can't drive past a kid's lemonade stand 
without going in and contribu'ng or buying from the stand to support the 
business. And even if that means some'mes driving to a bank machine and 
then, driving back. I try and carry a li_le bit of cash because I am so driven on 
plas'c now. Everything is on credit card these days but if I can try, I try and 
carry cash everywhere just in case I come across a lemonade stand, so 
especially coming in the summer. 

But, I didn't actually do a lemonade stand when I was a kid. I had this crazy 
experiment when I was about 12 where we, I think we built this thing called 
Snow Bear the Mountain. It was a big hill in my friend's backyard, hidden in 
the trees. We built all of these courses for essen'ally marbles to go down and 
go over ramps and through tunnels and around corners and there was a 
racetrack for marble racing and then, we'd invite all the neighborhood kids 
over that were li_le or younger than us to come and race marbles. I think 
there might have even been some beeng, but gambling was not our business 
model. We sold candies. We'd go to Costco and pick up massive bulk things 
of candy and then, sell five and ten-cent candies and recover our costs and 
make a profit that way. 

It was actually, for a twelve-year-old, a pre_y lucra've role business and it 
was a lot of fun. 

YARO: Genius. I love marbles [laughter]. You made your own theme park, 
basically [laughter]. 
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GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Was that in Vancouver? 

GREG: It was, yes. 

YARO: Nice. Okay. So, that kickstarted your fun for the next companies 
[laughter], is that right? 

GREG: [Chuckle] Yes. I think we probably spent most of that money on our 
own candy or other things. 

YARO: [Laughter] You're making profits, huh? 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Not surprising.  

So, what was next in the entrepreneur resume? 

GREG: Lots of li_le steps along the way. I had a company that did, when I was 
going through University, we did ecotourism we called it for ESL school. 
Vancouver at the 'me, and it's s'll huge here, but I think, downtown alone, 
there were 60 or 70 language schools for people coming to Vancouver to 
learn English and work, or par'cipate in coop programs or even just stay in 
homestays. We would work with some of those schools doing their adventure 
and outdoor programs. It was a ton of fun. I would go whitewater raiing and 
snowboarding and go on all of these trips with people from all over the world 
and get paid to do it. That was a fun next step in the entrepreneurial journey. 
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YARO: Nice. Did you come across that just by chance or is that something a 
lot of people do in Vancouver? 

GREG: One of my good friends at that 'me was from Korea and so, I think 
he'd come through one of those schools and saw it as an opportunity. That 
kickstarted that thing. And then, we did a bunch of other, just Tim and I and a 
few other people through University did a bunch of things to pay for our 
tui'ons, had a custom clothing company, and a few other low businesses 
going through. 

And then, even coming out of school, the first business I went into, this was a 
job. I actually, straight out of business school, I did get a job for a soiware 
company, but it was a six-person company and I was pre_y much the only 
person doing sales there. It was like, "We just built this product. Go find us 
customers." It was a lot of leeway, working for a small startup which gave me 
the early experience of doing small startup soiware skills, which was a lot of 
fun. 

YARO: So, when you were in University, did you have the plan of being an 
entrepreneur as your life plan for income or were you thinking career job? 
And even, what were your parents, in terms of their advice or as role models, 
what were they guiding you towards? 

GREG: Well, my dad's a doctor. My mom's a nurse. They are very educa'on-
driven. I think for them, it was, they are always very suppor've of me now 
and always have been, but I think educa'on and career, you're more typical, 
go to school and get a job kind of thing was much more their focus and what 
they were excited about. 
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And so, going back to when I was in school, I went through business school 
and then, came out and work for a while, and then, I went back to law school. 

I always had these entrepreneurial pursuits, but I don't think I ever really 
looked at it as something I was going to commit to un'l I started prac'cing 
law. 

But, that being said, even my dad being a doctor, I think he was similar in that 
respect that he had the career and the educa'on, but in the garage, there 
was always some crazy entrepreneurial pursuit from a worm farm or a crazy 
flying machine or a kid's toilet that trains them, all sorts of crazy ideas there 
that I think really inspired me on the entrepreneurial journey. 

YARO: It sounds to me like your father's projects were more side inventor 
type projects. He wasn't about to quit being a doctor and go sell how to train 
your kids to use the toilet [chuckle] sort of thing, right? 

But, you just said before, as a lawyer was the first 'me you started thinking 
about entrepreneurship. Did I hear that incorrectly? Or, you didn't like law, so 
you thought about entrepreneurship? What was the connec'on? 

GREG: Yes, I got into prac'cing law and I think the reason I went in, I did 
corporate law, so I had a lot of big corporate clients. And, in that three years I 
prac'ced law, I got to see more corporate trends than you do as a CEO 
probably in a life'me. 

I went in for the ability to go and see all of these really exci'ng moments in 
corporate lives. I actually loved the prac'ce a lot. I loved the people I worked 
with, the lawyers, the firms I worked with. It was amazing and I got such 
amazing exposure because they would parachute me into a business when it 
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was going through a crises or raising $200M or buying another company. I 
got to see all of these really exci'ng 'mes, and advice the CEO or the board 
of directors through that whole process, and I would do a new one of these 
every month or so. It was an amazing learning curve. 

I was loving that, but then… Actually, I think there was a moment there where 
I read the book The Alchemist. For those of you who read it, it walks you 
through this concept of finding your place in life and what you really should 
be doing and what you're going to be super happy at. I remember reading it 
and seeng a deadline of, I'm going to give myself another year and a half, I 
think. I put an actual date in my notebook and said, "I'm going to give myself a 
deadline and then, I'm going to jump and go and do something 
entrepreneurial and start something." Maybe, I'll come back to law but I really 
wanted to give it a shot and cut away the golden handcuffs and go for it, give 
up he salary, cut away the paycheck and go for the entrepreneurial pursuit 
and see what could happen there. 

YARO: So, when you started having those thoughts and you're talking about 
doing things like cueng the salary, how did you plan for that transi'on? Also, 
at that point, were you just a single guy? Because obviously, a lot of people, 
they start to have wives and children or husbands maybe and that creates 
more pressure to not quit a job and the risk seems higher to start a business. 
How were you planning for that transi'on to become an entrepreneur? 

GREG: Yes, I didn't do a great job at planning. I probably could have saved a 
bit more. The one thing I did when I did quit is I just went and lived with my 
parents for a few months, or maybe even six months [laughter]. Probably 
could have done a be_er job of planning, but I really just took the leap of 
faith and jumped. I was single at that 'me. I am married now with two kids, 
but even when I met my wife years later, it was a constant learning curve of 
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how broke I actually was because when we first met, it was, she'd asked me 
to go up to Whistler and go skiing, stay in a lodge, and I was like, "I can't 
come." For a while, it was a point of conven'on where we actually broke up 
over it for a li_le while where she thought that I wasn't interested because I 
wasn't willing to go and spend money on these ac'vi'es and I had to explain 
no. I'm an entrepreneur and I'm s'll broke at this point. No, it's different and 
be_er now. But, even when we went for our first mortgage, she got to look at 
all of my prior tax returns and she's like, "Wow, you really had a period there 
where you made nothing, eh." 

YARO: Wow. How did you keep her a_en'on then? Because that could be a 
high criteria in someone who want the guy to have some money [chuckle]. 

GREG: Yes, well, I guess you just have to be good in other ways [laughter]. I'm 
a pre_y nice guy and care a lot about her, so I think she was able to see past 
my impecuniosity and to the future. 

The other thing is, too, is I think there is a difference between being broke 
with no goals, plans, ambi'ons are not working. It wasn't like I was playing 
video games all day. I was working 16-hour days. I was just spending 
everything I made on employees and growing the business. 

YARO: What was the project you lei the law career for? What was the first 
one? 

GREG: The first one actually was a couple buddies of mine from law school. 
We're star'ng a company and pueng touch screens inside taxi cabs. We 
would pay the cab companies. We did this all across Canada. We'd pay the 
cab companies, put these touch screens in them, and then, we'd sell 
adver'sing on them. 
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But, also while I was in law school and even prior to that, I was building my 
own online course. So, even years prior to this, even way before I went into 
law-- well, first year in law school, I built an online course and that was really, 
what really drove my ability to take that leap of faith and jump into 
entrepreneurial pursuits is because I was star'ng to generate some revenue 
from that course. 

It didn't translate to a lot of disposal income from me because I was funneling 
back into the next business pursuit, which in the end was Thinkific, but that 
did help definitely in doing that was that early online course that I created. 

YARO: Okay, a couple of ques'ons. 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: What year was the online course, that first one you made? 

GREG: I think it was '05, 2005 that I launched that first one. 

YARO: Wow, that was really early days because I didn't launch a course un'l 
'07 and there were not Thinkifics at that 'me, back in 2005. 

GREG: No. It might have even been 2003 because I was definitely teaching 
the LSAT in 2003. That's when I started law school, so it might even been as 
early as then, but yes, I remember my brother and I looked everywhere for a 
solu'on, and in the end, I was lucky. I remember there was a soiware 
developer, Ma_, and he just built the solu'on for us. We give ourselves a 30-
day deadline and we said, "30 days we're going to build the soiware. (It was 
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pre_y crappy soiware). We're going to build the soiware and build the 
course and get it out there and see if anyone even cares about this thing." 

It did. A few people cared. Ten people bought the course in the first month 
launch, I think, and then, it con'nued to grow from there. 

YARO: What was the course on? 

GREG: The LSAT -- Law School Admission Test, so it was helping people write 
the test to get them into law school. It's a super compe''ve space. At the 
'me, not so much in the online course world because online courses were 
s'll somewhat earlier days then, but extremely compe''ve space in test prep. 
Tons of opportunity there because people really do need to get that 
educa'on. 

YARO: Yes, I remember, I used to… I had an essay edi'ng company back. 
Around that 'me, 2003 or 2004, I remember pueng up posters in Toronto. 
There were so many posters from other people for LSAT and LCAT, (I think 
that was the other one). It might have been a medical-- 

GREG: MCAT. 

YARO: MCAT, yes. We don't have that. I grew up in Australia and there isn't I 
think the equivalent of that, so I never was quite clear on what that was for a 
while, but man, there were a lot of posters about those two things. Clearly, it 
was a big need. 

GREG: Definitely. 

YARO: And, a great market. 
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GREG: Yes. I think my first hire ever, and this was like a total part-'me thing 
that didn't even last that long was, I hired a guy at UBC who rode around on a 
skateboard pueng up posters for me because I just got fed up with pueng 
up posters everywhere. 

YARO: I also tried to outsource the pueng up of posters, but it was hard to 
find people who were reliable. They never quite did it the same dedica'on as 
I did, I think. 

GREG: Yes. Or, I would get messages from the universi'es saying that they 
had been too dedicated pos'ng it all over in places where it shouldn't be. 

YARO: Yes, I've had that problem a couple of 'mes, too. 

You triggered a few things there that I want to talk about. First, let's close the 
door on this course s'll. You said you got ten customers. How did you get ten 
customers? 

GREG: It all started, I was teaching a class in person and that was going so-so, 
but it was pre_y difficult to get people into the class because there's a limited 
number of people who take the LSAT every year. Then, you're also limited by 
who happens to be on your city, who happens to be local enough to go to 
wherever you're offering the class and who happens to care about it on this 
par'cular weekend. I started, and then, everyone I was talking to wanted 
private tutoring. They wanted to have a conversa'on. They wanted to have all 
these extra help, and I was finding a lot of my conversa'ons were the same, 
so I created a li_le blog of just free resources, and I would drive people there, 
and I'd say, "Hey, if you want some private tutoring, start on the blog. Read a 
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couple of ar'cles. That will save you the first three hours of tutoring I was 
going to give you anyway, and then we can sit down." They'd do that.  

And then, more and more people even outside of Vancouver and all over the 
world started reading the blog. It wasn't anything amazing. I was s'll excited 
when I went to Google Analy'cs and saw that people went on the blog that 
day. 

But, that was enough to launch the course and I put the course out there and 
people… so, really it was just the traffic from organic search of people coming 
to the blog, and then, seeing that I had a course that they can take for, I think 
the first launch was $29. Those first ten people, I ne_ed less than 300 bucks 
out of it, but s'll, it was a sign that there was something here. 

YARO: Well, you're really a pioneer. That's early days to go through that 
process. I can imagine just the fact that you had a website or blog with that 
content would have guaranteed Google Search traffic. It would have been the 
early days for Google, too, if I think back to then, they just got started, I think. 

GREG: Yes. I don't… When did they…? I don't remember when they were 
geeng started. I think it was definitely earlier than that, but it was certainly a 
lot easier than to get ranked for sure. And then, I immediately branched out 
to YouTube and started pueng content on YouTube and that did excep'onally 
well.  

I hit a point where YouTube and the blog were driving 10,000 a month in 
sales just organically which is great. 

YARO: Oh wow, okay. I'd love to break down a li_le bit more on that. I can 
see how it leads to Thinkific, obviously, too.  
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But, before I do that, there's one thing I wanted to ask you about, which I 
think we might have possibly zoomed past. I think I read about it about you 
somewhere, but were you part of the… It's like you run your own pain'ng 
business here in Canada? Have you done that? 

GREG: I did work for Alumni Painters. It wasn't really quite like one of the 
student ones where you run it yourself. It wasn't as entrepreneurial. I just got 
a job as a painter and then, leveled up to leading a crew, but it was s'll very 
much a job where I had the boss who owned and ran the whole thing. He did 
the es'mates and got the customers and I showed up and just painted. 

YARO: Right. I keep mee'ng people here in Canada. Two of my friends in 
Toronto, Jay Wong and Kirsten Ross, both did that. I think Tyler also might 
have had something to do with that. He works at Thinkific now. It seems to 
be like a training ground for Canadian entrepreneurs. Everyone starts there, 
so I thought maybe you were part of that crew as, well. 

I feel like maybe before your lawyer career or maybe even at the same 'me, 
you had a lot of li_le short-term, maybe jobs like the pain'ng projects, but 
also entrepreneurial projects. I'm guessing, there must have always been a 
conflict with you working what would very much be considered a career with 
law. You don't study that much to then give it up, usually. 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Some people will do, but then, at the same 'me, you seem to always 
be doing something whether it was from the marbles, the early days, and 
then, a bit like running your own course. I can see I guess, this course has an 
overlap with what you did as a lawyer, but most lawyers don't go out there 
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and decide to hire a programmer to create a course, especially in the early 
2000s. 

At the 'me you were doing that, what was your mo'va'on? I'm assuming you 
earned enough money as a lawyer. What was this drive... because you just 
said you made $300 in the first ten customers. It's not exactly… That's like 
one hour of lawyer 'me, right? 

GREG: So, the course I launched, I actually launched around first or second 
year of law school, I think and so, at the 'me, I'm paying law school tui'on 
and during the school year, I didn't have a job. I would work summers then, I'll 
pay tui'on. So, at the 'me, I didn't have a lot, so launching a course was 
great. 

But also, I guess the money was nice and it was great when it was really 
successful, but it was also really the impetus behind it for me in the early 
course days was very much that I was able to help other people and people 
got to know that I could help people get a higher LSAT score, and so they 
would reach out and I was actually running out of 'me because I was 
spending so much 'me studying for law that I wanted to create more of an 
automated on-demand scalable way to reach people, and people not just… 
because I was star'ng to get people even reaching out from other ci'es and 
this gave me a tool where I could say, "Look, I can scale and I can help lots of 
people and reach lots of people and even generate some revenue which 
makes it that much more scalable by pueng together an online course." 

Then, when I actually got in to the big law firms and started prac'cing there, I 
pre_y much stopped all entrepreneurial work. I really had no 'me to do this 
the side projects very much. I did, I think my brother and I for a li_le while, we 
tried calling it Mondays at 9 and Monday at 9PM we'd work on this on the 
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course a li_le bit because hopefully, I was home by 9 if I wasn't on a busy 
project [chuckle]. 

YARO: Wow. 

GREG: So yes, I didn't spend a lot of 'me working on the entrepreneurial 
pursuits when I was actually prac'sing law and I think that was part of the 
reason of the jump and leaving law. I missed it and wanted to get that 
opportunity. But, the original course came when I was in law school, when I 
was s'll quite broke and paying law school tui'on. 

YARO: What happened to that course then? Did it fizzle out aier you 
became a lawyer? 

GREG: No [laughter]. The awesome thing about courses, especially create 
them on demand on something like Thinkific is I stopped work on that course 
pre_y much en'rely. I haven't produced a Youtube video or a blog post or 
anything in over, I think six years now, and it s'll cranks out revenue every 
single month, and it's all organic. We really don't do any ads. It's just the 
organic search Youtube drives at. There might be a 'ny bit of retarge'ng, but 
I think we've even turned all that off. 

YARO: Wow. 

GREG: It's amazing. It's been on autopilot now for over six years and s'll 
genera'ng really nice revenues. 

YARO: When did you first launch it? How long ago?  

GREG: 13 years I think? 
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YARO: [Laughter] Wow, that's a good run. 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Talk about an evergreen traffic. 

GREG: Yes, no kidding. 

YARO: It doesn't… you don't need to update it? LSAT doesn't change? Laws 
don't change? I guess not, right? 

GREG: It did. They also did update over six… the last 'me it updated I think 
was more than six years ago, but it was a minor update. I did a quick fix to it, 
but that was more than six years ago, and I haven't seen updates since then.  

I'm always a li_le terrified that if they completely revamp the LSAT, I just… 
Right now, I have a team of 70 here at Thinkific and my focus now is on 
helping our clients create their own courses. So, if they revamp the LSAT 
then, I guess, that business model goes bye. 

YARO: You should probably sell that business, but let's not go down that 
tunnel right now. 

GREG: No, I've had a few offers for it but yes, I'm really… 

YARO: You're a_ached to it, I think. 

GREG: It's just like a sen'mental a_achment to it.  
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YARO: It's your favorite [chuckle]. 

GREG: And, I know the poten'al for it. I think it's doing about one-tenth. I 
think if I could find someone who understood reasonably well and put them 
on that project, it could probably 10x the revenues in a pre_y short period of 
'me. 

YARO: Okay, any people who were in the law field, educa'on field, if you 
want to partner with Greg, get in touch [chuckle]. Put the call out there. 

GREG: Especially if you understand marke'ng online [chuckle]. 

YARO: Right, fantas'c because yes, it does sound like 13 years of evergreen 
sales. That's incredible. Maybe not 13 years of evergreen sales, but 13 years 
of sales and six years of evergreen sales. That's the dream, right? 

I didn't realize that you personally were such an example of selling an online 
course. It's great to see. I'm guessing that was the doorway to star'ng 
Thinkific. 

But, before we jump into that, you said your first business aier quieng being 
a lawyer was actually pueng in TVs in taxis? Is that what you said before? 

GREG: Yes. We replaced the headrest with essen'ally like an iPad inside a 
headrest and then sell ads on it. There'll be entertaining content and then, 
we'd sell ads to big ad buyers. 

YARO: Did you get rich in the big exit? 
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GREG: No [laughter]. That one didn't go so well for me. I had a lot of fun 
doing it, but I think a couple of things is… one of the bigger ones just being 
that my passion's always been really helping people and educa'on and 
helping teach people and even with Thinkific, the big thing I get to do is help 
people build businesses and build educa'on and help them help their 
students and get their message and their passion out, and I was really missing 
that.  

I had that in law because I could help my clients build their business and get 
their message out and now, I have it at Thinkific where anyone who wants, 
who has an area of exper'se or a passion they want to share, I can help them 
do that through Thinkific. 

But, in selling ads, there was something missing for me there that didn't 
resonate with what I wanted to be doing. 

YARO: So, how long did you go before you lei that project? 

GREG: I think that was only about a year, a year and a half. 

YARO: Okay, what happened next? 

GREG: Then, it was straight into Thinkific. We spent a month revamping the 
LSAT course which is Alphascore is the LSAT course. And then, dove in to 
Thinkific. 

YARO: What is the website address, before you con'nue, for the LSAT 
business so we can check this out? 
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GREG: It's Alphascore.com. A-L-P-H-A like the spelling of the Greek le_er 
alpha; "score" like hockey score; dot com. It, again, hasn't been… you might 
see a blog post on there like one or two within the last six years that 
someone just sent me and then, I just reposted it on the site, but really, we 
haven't done anything to it in quite a while other than make sure it's all set up 
on Thinkific once we got Thinkific launched. 

YARO: I was going to say the course actually runs on Thinkific now. You're 
s'll not using that first version of the pla^orm. 

GREG: No, that first version was pre_y painful [laughter]. 

YARO: So, with the germina'on of the Thinkific idea, how did that come 
about? What were you thinking? What was the need that you see in the 
market and why did you think you were the person to poten'ally solve it. 

GREG: Well, so we had the LSAT course. What I found was people kept 
reaching out to me saying, "Hey, I want to do the same thing." 

They weren't quite asking for what we did with Thinkific. Thinkific is that self-
serve pla^orm-- put your content in, pick from a couple of themes to make 
everything look beau'ful, launch your course and all the ecommerce is built 
in. 

What people were calling me for way back then was, "Can you shoot my 
videos? Can you help me launch my course? Can you launch it for me and sell 
it for me?" Then, I'll take up a royalty. Or, "How did you do what you did." 

But, it was all really around, the core message I was geeng from these 
inbound calls from was, "I saw what you did with your LSAT course in 
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AlphaScore, how can I do the same with my GMAT course or my SAT course 
or my Skateboarding course, or my filmmaking course?"  

"I'm teaching offline right now but I want to take it online and I can't find a 
good solu'on. Can you take my content and turn it into a course and sell it 
for me?" 

It was constantly hearing that message from people. We tried to work a 
bunch of deals where we'd get much more involved and we'd film it and sell it 
and do all of the work for people, and I found that the best way we could 
serve them was actually just to build a self-serve tool because what we really 
wanted to do was give people the same business ownership and success and 
control that we had with our own course, which is saying, "You get your own 
site, your own brand, your own course. All the revenue is yours. You just go 
set it up and you're ready to go." 

YARO: At what point in this journey did your now wife enter the picture? I 
just want to make sure… because you said you've met and you're very much a 
hustling entrepreneur. Was it the start of Thinkific or was it earlier? 

GREG: No, it was early days Thinkific. It was early days Thinkific. I was s'll at 
the point where I wasn't… We had employees, but I wasn't yet paying myself 
a salary. 

YARO: Okay. All right, so she went into the picture slowly. 

Okay, so it sounds like a lot of people, when you get this demand coming at 
you, oien the first way to think about servicing it is actually to offer a service 
like we'll do the videos. We'll build your website and then, do a revenue share, 
like the agency model, I guess. 
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It sounds like you tried that and realized that it wasn't your future direc'on. 
The thing is you decide then, I'm assuming, to build another pla^orm. I'm 
guessing you were planning to replace what you running your own course on 
with that new pla^orm. 

What did you learn from hiring that programmer back in the very early days 
with that first course? You said you had 30 days to build the pla^orm. Now, 
when you're about to create Thinkific 1.0, how did you go about doing that? 
Do you hire someone full-'me? Do you get venture funding? How did 
Thinkific start? 

GREG: Well, the first programmer was actually my brother, so the first guy I 
worked with was my brother, Ma_. We did the same thing again years later 
when we wanted to take the idea of Thinkific and make it available to 
everyone. He did the code and I did the sales and marke'ng. Well, he actually 
did a lot of the marke'ng, too [laughter]. But, we just worked together. We 
got a li_le bit of money from my dad, borrowed a bit from my grandma, but 
just enough to keep things going in that first year. Then, we really turned to 
customers for revenue.  

In that first year, we didn't have this full-on, self-serve pla^orm where 
thousands of people can come and set up their own courses, so we did have 
to do a lot of the manual work for people, but that was great because it also 
forced us to charge a lot more especially in those early days. We'd go to 
people and, "Now, you can use Thinkific and get set up and get started and 
launch a course for free."  Back then, we'd oien ask someone for $10,000 or 
$15,000 right out of the gate just to set something up for them. There was 
some client revenue pre_y early on, but it was very sporadic and non-
scalable. I think that's when we realized I was pre_y good at doing the sales 
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thing but I could sell someone on ten, or fiieen, or $25,000 to do a project 
for them. But then, we had to start all over again the next month or the next 
quarter and so, we really wanted to move into more of a scalable recurring 
revenue model where people just pay a subscrip'on fee to use the service 
and then,  it's self-served.  

That allowed us to serve way more people with a much more scalable model 
for us. 

YARO: Where did the Thinkific name come from? 

GREG: That one [laughter]... We've looked at changing it a few 'mes, but I do 
like it. Originally, my brother came up with Think mashed with Terrific. I think 
that was what it was and the dot com was available. Now, we're looking at 
Think If I Could is a really nice branding message associated with Thinkific.  

"Think if I could launch my own course?" Or, "Think if I could teach the 
world?" Or, "Think if I could share my passion with others?" I think that lines 
up a li_le bit with Thinkific. 

YARO: Yes [laughter]. 

GREG: It helps people remember how to spell it, too. 

YARO: Right. That's a be_er brand message but I do like Thinking and Terrific. 
It's hilarious. 

Okay, I can imagine you guys sieng at a table and brainstorming ideas 
[laughter] and then, "All right, let's go with this one." 
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So, you and your brother, you're doing custom these high-priced services, and 
then, you're thinking, "Okay, we need to get this less hands-on work, more 
recurring revenue. We need a pla^orm." 

At this point, is it s'll just you and your brother or has your team expanded? 
How did it grow? 

GREG: Yes, we did hire a designer pre_y early because I think we recognized 
that my brother is decent at design but we needed that. That was the first 
piece of help that we needed. 

The interes'ng thing was the whole 'me we were doing bespoke or custom 
solu'ons, we were building a pla^orm. We knew right out of the gate what 
we wanted to do. We had a few devia'ons and false posi'ves along the way 
where we got pulled in other direc'ons. But, right out of the gate, we were 
building the pla^orms, so it was interes'ng. Even the coder wri'ng from day 
one was in use years later when we hit on the right business model and 
everything clicked and started working together. But, those first three years 
were pre_y rough and a lot of false posi'ves and false starts and geeng-- 

YARO: Can you maybe explain what you mean by a false posi've? What's an 
example? 

GREG: Yes, false posi've for me is maybe you're good at sales or you have a 
rela'onship or you really pushed hard on something and then, you get a li_le 
bit of success or a li_le bit of revenue, but there is not a lot to follow on from 
that. 

One thing we had is we had some early success working with professional 
designa'on organiza'on. These are like not-for-profits. They work, let's say, 
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lawyers or HR managers, or accountants. We had a few of those early on who 
were really willing to work with us and had budget. And so, we thought, okay, 
this could be a great niche within the market if you think crossing the chasm 
and going really aier this specific ver'cal, this will be a great place to start. 

That was a false posi've because what we learned, once we started inves'ng 
a lot of effort in that industry was that in the not-for-profits in this 
professional associa'ons is they were really excited about the project and 
they'd shake hands and say, "Yes, we're going to do this," but it would be 
twelve to 24 months and four board mee'ngs or eight board mee'ngs later 
before anything would happen. It was just way too slow, the sales cycle and 
not that big enough return on it to make it worthwhile.  

That was one of the false posi'ves we had that it seemed like a good thing, 
and then, as we went down that pathway, we realized we should probably get 
back to our real vision here of making that self-serve pla^orm for anyone to 
go launch their course. 

YARO: So, with these false posi'ves, it sounds like, I don't know how you're 
doing it, but were clients just showing up? Someone sees a course that you've 
built for someone and then, they direct you like a referral? Was that where all 
the marke'ng was happening? You said you were the sales and marke'ng 
guy. Were you literally sieng on the phone all day trying to get more clients 
during the early days? 

GREG: A bit of both like I think in that par'cular space, there was a referral 
that came in and that worked well, and then, I got on the phone for two 
months and just called everyone in the book that I could find. That's where 
we learned that maybe it was a false posi've because we got a lot of really 
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posi've ini'al feedback but not a lot of things closing in any reasonable 
period of 'me. 

YARO: Right because how did you think about your target market? I can 
imagine, there are so many poten'al avenues for selling digital informa'on 
today and certainly more so when you started because people just didn't 
have the general awareness that this is something that you can do, certainly 
not easily.  You don't have everything from the hobbyists to corporate B2B 
type pla^orm op'ons. How did you decide even making the phone call?  

Today, I'm going to phone nothing but real estate companies and see if they 
want to do a course. How did you decide that? 

GREG: Well, in the early days, we were going for this. I think our ideal avatar 
early days was the somewhat celebrity expert. Ideally, they had content. It 
might not be online content but they were teaching people. It could be a 
textbook. It could be a live class that they did. And then, they had some sort 
of celebrity and that they were known, at least in their industry as a key 
expert in that.  

The idea there though was we were going to partner with them and do a lot 
of work for them. What we saw over chasing that avatar is that yes, we could 
do it at a very non-scalable level, but we actually could generate much be_er 
results for ourselves and for our clients if we built more of the self-serve 
pla^orm and just gave them all the tools to do a lot of it themselves with the 
training to go out and do it. 

What we find now is that if someone has the exper'se, they can go out and 
generate an audience. If they have an audience, all the be_er, but there is 
enough understanding of and opportunity and ability now out there that if 
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you have some exper'se or some passion, you can actually get out there and 
start genera'ng your own audience, and the end result will be that much 
be_er for you because then, you own the en're pla^orm, your own brand. 

I can see someone like, we have one client out of Australia actually, Deanne 
Love who does hula hoop training. I think she actually started shoo'ng video 
with an iPhone in a park of her hula hooping and put online and built an 
online course showing people how to do really cool hoop tricks and fitness 
and dance and fun. Now, she's got a whole team. She travels the world. Her 
whole site and brand looks amazing. She's really just, through crea'ng 
content have been able to get out there and build this massive audience and 
really this successful business around her hula hooping hobby. 

YARO: For the love of hula hoops, that's awesome. You need someone doing 
yo-yos and all these other old school hobby. 

Tell me a bit more about, at the point, we said, "Okay, let's build a do-it-
yourself hos'ng an online course pla^orm." At that point, did you really 
realize that's the direc'on you want to take the company and maybe not a 
false posi've but a posi've posi've? Did you just tell your brother, "Go build 
it." How did that begin? 

GREG: [Laughter] No, it was probably more like he told me. I think we had 
that idea right out of the gate. That was what we discussed six years ago, day 
one, opening things up and said we really want to have this mul'-tenanted as 
in lots of different people can create their own site but it's white-labeled. 
They can make it look how they want. They can build their course how they 
want, give them total control. That's actually what we wanted out of the gate 
and my brother looked at me and said, "Yes, I can't build that on my own in 
any reasonable period of 'me to generate revenue." 
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That's where we started building it but then used what we were building to 
do some of these more custom solu'ons. We'd have the basis of a pla^orm 
that we were building and while we were crea'ng that, we'd go and do these 
custom solu'ons. We got distracted and we could have done it a lot faster, 
but we got distracted with some of these false posi'ves. Then two or three 
years later, we came full circle back. It was actually my brother who came to 
me one day and said, "I think we should be Shopify for online courses." 
Shopify was really exploding at this point. He said, "I think we should basically 
be Shopify for online courses." That's when we went full board into that path. 

YARO: Another Canadian company, too, right? 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Interes'ng the way you explained it, almost like a formula for 
bootstrapping a soiware company because yes, you have this vision. I have 
actually been there. I had a soiware startup in 2012. Just like your brother 
said, we just couldn't build what we needed to make money in a short period 
of 'me and you found a really great stop gap solu'on where we build it but 
we do more of the work hands-on so we can get a higher value client. The 
danger like you said was seeing that as poten'ally your business model where 
ul'mately, you need to pull it back and go, no, no. This is a cash flow source 
to get to the point where we can actually release the full-blown pla^orm that 
we want.  

How long did it take for that first version of Thinkific to be created? Was it 
just your brother s'll building it over a long period of 'me or did he 
eventually had help? 
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GREG: Well, yes. We'd hired other developers. Actually, one of the first guys 
we hired was another Ma_ and my brother's Ma_, and then, we had another 
Ma_, Ma_ Payne and he's now our CTO. We did a pre_y good job of some of 
those early hires. One of the earlier ones as well, our Director of Marke'ng is 
now our COO, Miranda Lievers. They're co-founders now, as well. They came 
really early days and we're just… I'd love to say that I knew what I was doing 
hiring then, but I think we just got super lucky with some of the early people 
who joined our team, which made it amazing. 

YARO: How long did that pla^orm take to build? 

GREG: Well, we've been building it for six years. It's all the same code base. 
They've cut away a bunch of chunks of it. Obviously, each year grows 
exponen'ally on top of the prior year because I think our product team is 
25... Well, we're 70 people on the whole team, but our product team is over 
25 people now. 

YARO: Well, when was that first release? At what point did you actually go to 
the public and say we have a do-it-yourself pla^orm? 

GREG: Oh, well even that wasn't a defining moment. We went through a 
whole period where we had a pla^orm, but only we could really build and 
manage within it. We didn't have the user experience that was open enough 
to have everyone just sign up and build their own stuff. What we were doing 
when we hit pla^orm stage, we were like, "You can have your own site and 
brand it and create the course." We were s'll doing the work inside of it so 
we would actually email people, call people, I'll pop on a Skype chat with 
them, get them to Dropbox us their content. Then, we would upload it to our 
system, build out a site for them, send it back to them, and then we'd hop on 
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another Skype call to walk through it with them and ask them for their credit 
card to start charging them. 

That went on for almost six months like that, and then we launched the ability 
for people to sign up on their own, bulk upload all of their content on their 
own, build out their course and pay us, of course. That was a really nice day 
when we put that out there. So, yes, even that took a while. It was a very 
staged approach. 

Obviously, looking back, we probably could have shaved years off this whole 
process if we'd knew exactly where we were going and what it would take to 
get there. But, we didn't. We learned a lot on the way [chuckle]. 

YARO: Which leads to a ques'on, "What would you do differently only in 
that early stage now with hindsight if you were advising someone else who 
wants to follow in your footsteps?" 

GREG: Yes, I think figuring out really early on a few key things and people talk 
about product market fit and that's to me, the defini'on of that is when your 
customers are pulling you in a direc'on. It becomes easier to make decisions 
about what you're crea'ng. You're not struggling by calling people up and 
saying, "Please tell me what you want." You should be having those 
conversa'ons but it really hits you when it's like this unstoppable force that's 
pulling you in a direc'on and you basically just get to start doing what people 
are looking for. 

You s'll need to think about the future and have your own vision. Having that 
piece is huge, but then I think people talk about that being this early thing 
that you need to get right. I think advising someone early on, we could have 
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go_en that right way sooner if we've been be_er at talking to and listening to 
customers. 

But then, I think the other piece is you need to fit that in with the channel 
that you're going to use to reach them, so the marke'ng piece. I think 
another big thing we could have done early on is that we didn't really know 
how we were going to acquire customers in the end or what we were going 
to create exactly for them. I didn't worry too much about building an 
audience and a marke'ng channel. I think people do this a lot be_er now but 
I would have started right out of the gate wri'ng about, and making videos 
about, and genera'ng content generally in our industry because we knew we 
were going to do something in educa'on and crea'ng courses. If I'd been 
building that base way back then, we would have had a way bigger following 
an audience when we actually figured out what our product market fit was. 
Those two things would have been things we could have done a lot faster 
early on. 

YARO: I guess if you don't have a clear direc'on on who you're servicing 
more of… you know what your product is but who do you want to help and 
how do you want to help them? 

I think this is one of the real challenges with the soiware company, (I know I 
felt it), is that you have in your head this idea of what it is supposed to do. 
You must have felt that way for a long 'me given how many stages you went 
through. You must be thinking, "Oh, why can't we just have an upload bu_on 
to upload this content rather than them sending us a Dropbox bu_on."  

GREG: Yup. 
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YARO: You had to go through that stage development process unless you get 
some crazy amount of venture funding and hire ten developers out the gate, 
which is not usually likely. That's the real challenge for any soiware company 
to get that part right. I think even if you feel like you had those false posi'ves, 
it sounds like you did have a fairly effec've staggered growth mechanism 
moving for almost like a consultant service company to a full-blown soiware 
company and just rebalancing that over 'me. That's not necessarily a bad way 
to grow a soiware company today. You'd suggest it even today, right? 

GREG: Yes, definitely. Even the building feature, even if we had funding right 
out of the gate, which is pre_y tough to get funding just based on an idea 
and you don't even have your model in place, but it can happen and we did 
get funding later. 

But, even aier having significant revenues and even today where we have 
lots of soiware developers, we s'll do some of these things where you do 
things in more of a manual way un'l you realize that it's actually… Or, more of 
an MVP way like a minimum valuable product, and so with that upload thing, 
we probably could have spent a couple of weeks just building it right out of 
the gate, but it was more efficient for us to validate that people really did 
want us to upload the videos and this model was going to work and then, 
they were going to get back to us and give us their credit card before we 
went and built it because that, if we just gone out of the gate even with 10 
devs and started building that stuff, it would have s'll delayed things by a few 
more weeks just for that feature and a few more weeks for the next feature. 

But, by doing it for them, it let us create a whole course site for them in a 
ma_er of a day rather than saying, "Okay, we're going to go build all those 
features. We'll be back to you in two months." 
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YARO: Right. Now, it's a really great point. You MVP each feature. Manually 
do it first and then prove that you need to develop it. That's very smart. 

A couple of things you men'oned, your hiring process early on and even 
today, I'm kind of curious as you grow a company now which is well and truly 
becoming a big company now in Vancouver here, do you, specially early on, 
are you a_rac'ng people as promo'ng yourself as a young tech startup who's 
offering maybe a li_le bit of shares in the company for the early hires, how 
did you think about that part of the growth of your company? And even 
today, how do you think about it? 

GREG: The first 20, 25, or 30 people, it was very non-scalable growth hacky. 
We talked about LinkedIn and AngelList and go to meetups and post jobs on 
Craigslist and meet people that way. Crossing that threshold of about 30 
people, we actually had Tia and then, Amanda and Miranda actually, co-
founder of mine too, had a lot of this responsibility of doing the heavy liiing 
of hiring and they got us up to geeng thousands of applicants every month. 
They were doing a lot of promo'on and going out there and then, we 
implemented actually topgrading as a hiring process. There's a good book 
called Who by G.H. Smart that walks you through this and then you can take 
courses on it to get be_er at it which we all did. 

That was a real turning point in terms of our ability to hire amazing people 
both in terms of iden'fying people through a hiring process where my gut 
told me it was probably going to be a good idea, but the hiring process said 
run the other direc'on and then, vice-versa where your gut is telling you it's a 
bad idea or the person isn't very good at selling themselves in the interview 
process, but by digging in using this methodology, we can actually iden'fy 
some of the, I guess diamonds in the rough and it's really skyrocketed our 
reten'on and employee engagement and overall quality of hiring process. 
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YARO: I'm curious, in the first 30 people, how do you decide who to hire 
first? Is it a case, "Oh, we need programmers now. Oh, we need customer 
service now." Is it just reac'onary or is there is more of a plan to it? 

GREG: I'd say it was pre_y reac'onary very much like what is the single 
biggest limi'ng factor in the company right now? And then, can we even 
afford to fix that problem? 

Early days it was, I had the business side, my brother had the back end, code 
side but we were always limited by front-end development. That was some 
early hire. Then, it was we need to do be_er on the marke'ng and digital 
marke'ng side as opposed to just Greg doing this non-scalable, hop-on-the-
phone and email stuff. Then, of course, more on the soiware development 
side pre_y early. 

But, it was very much a needs-driven, what's the single limi'ng factor in the 
company? To be honest, to some extent, we obviously plan a lot more now 
and solve for some of the problem six months or a year out by hiring now. 
But even in looking at the hiring plan now, part of it is what's the single 
biggest limi'ng factor in this area of our company that will help us determine 
what we need to hire for? 

YARO: Right.They're your constraints s'll in ac'on, huh.  

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: What do you find in terms of incen'ves? Maybe it's changed. Did you 
offer some sort of ownership of the company? Or, are people mo'vated by 
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something else? What do you think is the best driver to get quality people 
today? 

GREG: We do stock op'ons. We pay pre_y well. We have a lot of wonderful 
fun benefits and a super cool culture. But, I would say the biggest things, and 
those things all help a lot of the studies on stock-based compensa'on is that 
it's nice to get and people appreciate it when they get it, but it doesn't 
actually drive long-term behavior or drive a lot of mo'va'on unless you do a 
really good job of talking about it and properly explaining it. I think it works 
be_er in publicly traded companies when everything is going in the right 
direc'on, but what works really well for us is two things-- is an amazing 
company culture and then, I think our vision, our message, and what we're 
geeng to do and the feedback we get from our customers is super impac^ul 
for everybody who works here. We were all behind the idea that we can 
make a real difference in our clients' lives and in their students' lives. 

That's a big piece and then, the culture side, we just have a super fun 'me as 
a company and people quite enjoy working here. We run internal employee 
NPS surveys constantly just to make sure and then, we have anonymous 
submissions of what's good and what's bad, and then we go out and fix 
things. 

YARO: Hmm, very cool. 

Now, you men'oned before venture funding. At what point did you decide 
that was something you wanted to bring on board? Because you said you 
only had family support at the very early days. Did you have to get some 
other funding? How did the growth occur? 
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GREG: Yes, I think the nice thing for us was we never really had to and 
haven't had to. We were approached by some founders of other companies 
who had either were doing really well or had sold their company. And so, they 
were interested in coming on board and in just developing a rela'onship over 
'me so that they were able to add amazing value either through introduc'ons 
or business advice or guidance and even just helping us through difficult 
decisions.  

That was really the the reason for us to bring on some investors and 
obviously, the cash is helpful and nice, but we're lucky in that once we hit 
revenue, it's been growing so quickly that it's really help facilitate everything 
that we want to do. 

YARO: Nice. It's more like people coming on board that are not just for 
finance reasons but for actually technical advice, support entering that sort of 
thing. 

GREG: Yes. So, it's guys like Fraser and Dan from Recon who started the VFF 
or what was Vancouver Founders Fund is now VFF, and Jay there as well. 
Then, a few other founders in Vancouver like Ryan from Hootsuite and Jeff 
from BuildDirect have been amazing and super helpful at helping us grow the 
company. 

YARO: Speaking of growth, with a company like yours where it's transi'oned 
into a full-blown do-it-yourself pla^orm, you must have changed your 
marke'ng a li_le bit to represent that, too. You would have had to change 
your pricing points, your customer avatar.. It sounds like maybe it eventually 
se_led on what you just described earlier, that teaching specialist person. But, 
how did... especially because you were the sales guy, how did that change the 
way you grew the company in terms of just buying new customers? 
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GREG: Yes, so early days when we were doing a lot of work for people even 
shoo'ng videos and marke'ng and some'mes just geeng on the phone and 
selling their courses for them, we took a big cut of the course but what we 
saw, and that cut slowly reduced over 'me as we did the last four of them 
and made it a bit more self-serve, but then what we eventually saw is that 
when you're taking a cut of someone's revenue, it a_racts people either who 
fully expect you to do all the sales for them, or they don't have a big vision for 
where they want to go, and this isn't applied to everyone or early customers, 
but just, I think the general message it puts out there is, "Come here if you 
don't think you're going to actually be that big, or you just want to park your 
stuff here." 

I actually had a few calls with customers saying like, "So, you just take a cut of 
my revenue, so if I never make any money, I can just park all my stuff on your 
site for free forever?"  

And, I said, "Yes." And, they said, "Oh, that's great."  

I'm like, "I don't think this is going to be a good rela'onship here where you're 
going to park all your stuff, we're going to pay for all your video hos'ng, and 
bandwidth, and all these stuff, and support it, but you're never actually 
intending on doing anything with this business or this course. 

YARO: Free cloud storage, basically. 

GREG: Yes. We actually moved to more of a, there's a premium model. You 
can start for free and then, we have a monthly fee and that really was a big 
turning point for us offering that, and we actually saw a no'ceable spike and 
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change in the slope of a revenue curve. I think it's because it actually suited 
our ideal clients a lot be_er that way. 

YARO: I forgot. I haven't brought in your wife [chuckle]. I was kind of curious. 
She was there from the beginning of Thinkific, right? 

GREG: Not the very beginning, but fairly early days, yes. She remembers me 
coming home pre_y frustrated some'mes in the early days [laughter] and 
happy, wins and losses and all of that.  

YARO: RIght. You didn't meet her at work, did you? 

GREG: No, I met her online, eHarmony, actually [chuckle]. 

YARO: Nice [chuckle]. 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Okay, so how did she… Obviously, she's the one that-- 

GREG: That was before Tinder. 

YARO: Yes, right, well, different pla^orm. 

How did she react because you said during the early days, you were this 
entrepreneur who had not enough money to go to Whistler for a weekend 
because you were too busy working and pueng all the money back in the 
company, how did she play a part in the growth of, I guess if she was an 
entrepreneur and how did the rela'onship… because I think it's something 
that can have an impact on a rela'onship quite significantly because 
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entrepreneurs are like almost married to their companies, so how did that 
interact with your eventual marriage? 

GREG: Yes, she's been super suppor've the whole way along. It's interes'ng 
because I think some of the rela'onships that I had shortly before that ended 
pre_y quickly when they found out I didn't have a lot of cash on hand. But, 
she was not at all like that. She was super suppor've throughout the whole 
journey and always has been and s'll is to this day especially now with two 
kids at home. She actually works at one of the top four accoun'ng firms… 
well, she'll have me say the top one KPMG [laughter]. But, she's taken a one-
year mat leave with the two kids at home and is super suppor've by taking 
care of them, so that I can get more done at work, but yes, she's been 
awesome the whole way through in suppor'ng me and all of that. I don't 
think either the personal cash flow or even the amount that I work was too 
much of an issue. I think the fact, too, that being a CPA and working for a big 
firm, she totally understands hard work and long hours, and that stuff. 

And even aier our first kid came along, we would put our daughter to bed 
and then, both of us would pull out our laptops and put a few more hours of 
work in before we go to bed. It doesn't sound like the most roman'c evening, 
but we do have our, I think it's important you also have your couple 'me and 
that stuff built in and your trips together or 'me together. 

YARO: Couple 'me on the laptops in bed [laughter] is very roman'c. 

GREG: Yes.  

YARO: Never been like an opportunity or even a desire to poten'ally have 
her work with you in Thinkific even there seems to be like an overlap in her 
interest, as well? 
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GREG: She did help with our financial statements a few 'mes and I think 
through that process, aier doing it for the second year, she said, "I would 
never work for you," [laughter]. 

YARO: [Laughter] 

GREG: We have an amazing rela'onship and it's really healthy, but I think we 
both realized we didn't want to work together. Actually, it's a good friend of 
hers now who was at KPMG before, who's now our Director of Finance. She 
gets along great with the person who now does our financial statements, but 
yes, I think we realized in our small amount of working together that we're 
be_er off being married, and not also working together. 

YARO: Right. This is interes'ng. Some couples met who are a hundred 
percent, they have a company together, they spend all their 'me together, 
they raise their kids together, and then, there are some other couples who are 
like, "No, we don't work together and that's good because that gives us the 
'me apart. We have our own things we focus on and we don't want to be a 
hundred percent in our en're lives together." It's funny how that can work 
either direc'on and seems to be fine for the sake of a marriage. 

Greg, let's just move towards the end of the interview here. With Thinkific 
obviously s'll on this incredible growth curve, what do you now personally 
want the company to become and where do you see it going? Is this 
something... I know you're probably not thinking about exi'ng at this point or 
anything like that, but obviously, the bigger it gets, they'll be more things like 
do you want to float the company? We've seen Shopify do that and I think, 
has HootSuite floated here, as well? I'm not sure. Obviously, that's an op'on. 
What are your personal goals for it? 
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GREG: I really have two big ones. I love personally helping other people 
especially business and educa'on pursuits. Those are the two big goals I have 
associated with. It is the more we can help someone out there who has a 
passion or an exper'se and they want to go out and share it with the world 
or make a difference in more people's lives, and then helping them to build a 
business around that, or to grow their business further around that, and then 
to go out and actually make a bigger difference. 

The two pieces is the business growth and actually achieving transforma'on 
in students' lives and educa'on in students' lives to make a difference. I really 
see, I think educa'on is the strongest force on the planet for affec'ng global 
change and world change and personal change. That's really how I think you 
affect massive changes is having lots of individual personal transforma'on 
and change. We want to empower our clients to go and make that happen.  

Then, on the client side, by growing their business. If there's a sustainable 
business behind your educa'on and sharing of knowledge and teaching 
others and sharing your passion, then it becomes something that can scale 
and it can reach more people, and it can be sustainable and go on for a long 
'me. 

To me, the big goal right now is the more we can do of that, the be_er. And 
so, when someone reaches out to ask, the first thing they see is that we're 
totally dedicated to helping them achieve their success in their business and 
in educa'ng others. It 'es to a lot of our core values and things we do here 
and we'll spend money even if it doesn't mean more profit for us on achieving 
these things. For example, we spend a lot more on customer support, then I 
think any other company in our space does because we want to make sure all 
our clients are super well-supported. It's really about driving to those two 
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goals of crea'ng real businesses that can actually go out and make change 
and transforma'on in other people's lives and doing as much of that, as 
possible. 

YARO: Okay, so basically focused on the core business and whatever 
happens from that point forward, you'll see what happens kind of thing, like in 
terms of future growth, it's just a case of doing the best you can for your 
customers right now. 

GREG: Yes. I wouldn't put IPO off the table at some point poten'ally or just 
con'nuing to grow, but I think those are s'll far enough away. I mean, we're 
probably big enough now we could even consider an IPO, but I've done them 
as a lawyer for clients before and not really at that stage where we'd want to 
look at something like that. 

YARO: Fair enough. One last ques'on, for the listener who is loving your 
story, in par'cular the Thinkific story and they might have an idea for some 
kind of soiware pla^orm or any kind of pla^orm, what would you advise 
them to do right now to get started in terms of, you've certainly got the 
hindsight experience, in par'cular with ques'ons around funding because 
soiware seems to be something that people feel they really do need to get 
funding and poten'ally a lot of it especially if they don't have a brother who's 
a developer [laughter] to make the first version of your pla^orm,  what would 
you advise to them? 

GREG: When the funding started… I think we were misled a lot in the early 
days of Thinkific that you could just put a pitch deck together, go to event, 
throw up an idea and someone would cut you a big check to go build your 
soiware company I think barring the weird excep'on. The weird excep'on 
being you used to work at a company where you had prior successes and you 
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have investors who were just willing to bet on your prior track record, which 
has to be pre_y extreme, or other extreme examples. For the most part, I 
don't think that happens a lot just based on an idea in a pitch deck. 

What I would say is figure out a way to do the non-scalable things to start the 
building of that company, to get those first customers maybe on more of a 
service basis ini'ally, or find that co-founder. They have a lot of services and 
meetups and events and things to go find that technical co-founder. It 
doesn't have to be your brother in some respects. That's maybe not the best 
idea, but go and find that technical founder, and then, I would say just get 
building. 

With the tools that are out there now, you can build basic level SAS soiware 
pre_y damn quickly, and then go out and get some of those first customers 
and get value out of that.  I'd say geeng started with that, I think you're way 
be_er inves'ng early efforts in building a marke'ng channel, geeng content 
out there, and star'ng building a base of customers, learning from those 
customers, star'ng to build that early product from them, and maybe doing 
some non-scalable even service or custom work for them. Then you are 
worrying about pitching investors. I think the only 'me the investment really 
worked for us was when we didn't need it, and then the investors just came 
to us and said, "Hey, we're interested." 

You s'll have to put yourself out there when you get to that point so that 
they can even see that you exist and be interested, but early days, I wouldn't 
be worrying so much about investment. I'd be just geeng something built, 
geeng some revenue going, geeng some customers going, figuring out ways 
to prove out that you have some kind of idea market fit. 
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YARO: I should ask you also a very obvious ques'on [chuckle]. This will be 
the true last one. For those people out there who might be thinking about 
crea'ng an online course, how do you recommend they get started? 

GREG: [Chuckle] and you know what, it can be the same people. Online 
courses can be a really good way of actually marke'ng and building a 
soiware company. HootSuite uses us. Later.com uses us. WishPond uses us, 
lots of soiware companies into it. I think even Samsung does. You can 
actually use courses now as a great marke'ng and sales tool and customer 
educa'on tool, so even in building some of those early customers. That can 
be some of that early content you created to help bring in some early 
customers. 

But yes, for anyone who is interested in crea'ng their own online courses, 
check out Thinkific. We're there to help you get started. You can start out for 
free and then, we've got actually training on Thinkific to show you how to use 
Thinkific and launch your own courses, and then, our support team is there to 
help you out all the 'me. 

YARO: Literally, if I had nothing right now but I wanted to get started with 
online course, would you be saying to me, "Go create your first video then 
upload it to Thinkific?" Is that your sugges'on? 

GREG: I'd even say, "Go sign up for Thinkific and then we'll give you a course 
showing you how to make your first video." So, even just out of the gate, I'd 
say the only place where it's a bit more challenging right out of the gate is if 
you have no idea what you want to teach. You don't have a par'cular passion 
you want to share. You don't have an area of exper'se. That's where it 
becomes a bit more challenging, but if you obviously have got that passion or 
that exper'se that you think you can share with people. And even if you 
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don't, we have ways of helping, we have actually a course on how to pick 
your course topic. I would say sign up, check it out, play around with it, and 
then we can help you get started. 

YARO: Awesome. Greg, any last words? 

GREG: Thanks so much for having me. This was a lot of fun. I really 
appreciate it and yes. 

YARO: I will obviously put the show notes. We'll put the links in here, but 
just, let's spell out Thinkific, just in case [chuckle]. 

GREG: Just think, "Think if I could," except take off everything but the first 
le_er of, "Think if I could." It's Think-I-F-I-C. 

YARO: Dot com. 

GREG: Yes. 

YARO: Awesome. Thank you, Greg, for taking the 'me to share some of the 
background story. Interes'ng about the lawyer turned soiware entrepreneur 
and prior to that Marvel entrepreneur, fantas'c or maybe candy 
entrepreneur. I'm not sure [chuckle] which I should, category I put you in, but 
I appreciate you spending the 'me with me to share that story and I think 
everyone really got a lot out of that. 

So, thank you and good luck with Thinkific. I know I look forward to seeing 
more of those Thinkific hoodies all around Vancouver and the world. So, keep 
up the good work. 
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GREG: Awesome, thanks Yaro. 
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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT 
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST 
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW 
STORY’ FORMULA 

 
Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op'on I recommend you focus on.
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